
·         What’s your favorite part of writing a spunky character like Evie? 

 

I get to write about hot pink boots and zebra-print dresses while wearing oversized 

sweaters and yoga pants, and tase vampires from the comfort of my own couch! But aside 

from the obvious perks, the first few books I wrote were pretty serious. It’s been fun 

letting Evie’s very strong narrative voice have free reign and seeing what she comes up 

with. Which makes me sound crazy, but honestly, I can’t keep her in check most of the 

time! 

 

·         PARANORMALCY was such a unique take on the paranormal genre. Did you get 

any inspiration for the series from TV shows, movies, etc? 

 

A huge inspiration, obviously, was Buffy the Vampire Slayer. I loved that a show about 

vampires and monsters and the cheerleader who killed them managed to be dark and 

serious at the same time as laugh-out-loud funny. I tried to bring that same sensibility to 

my writing—because really, when life is at its darkest, it’s at its funniest. I was also 

heavily influenced by pop culture portrayals of vampires and other supernatural creatures, 

but mostly because they made me decide to take them in the exact opposite direction. 

What can I say, I’m a rebel! I do owe a huge debt of gratitude to the popularity of 

Twilight and The Vampire Diaries, though. Without them none of my vampire jokes 

would be funny, and that’d be tragic. 

 

·         What was the most difficult part about writing a sequel to PARANORMALCY? 

 

Pretty much everything between the first page and the acknowledgments. A first book is 

wonderful in that you’re creating the world and the characters as you go along, and it’s 

pure potential. With a sequel, you have a world you’ve already made all of the rules for, 

and characters you’ve already fleshed out. Which means you have a lot less room to play 

around. 

 

Aside from that, it was really important to me to write a middle book that actually needed 

to be written. Oftentimes I find the second book in trilogies feels irrelevant, merely a 

placeholder until book three. So finding a story that was both a bridge to the overall arc 

and a standalone piece was a hard balance. I think (hope?) it worked, and even though 

Supernaturally was a much harder book to write, I’m very proud of it.  

 

·         What’s the biggest difference between PARANORMALCY and 

SUPERNATURALLY? 



Where the plot in Paranormalcy was very external—something is killing paranormal 

creatures, Evie has to get involved and hopefully find her normal dream life in the 

process—the plot in Supernaturally is much more internal for Evie. She’s gotten all of 

these things she thought she wanted, but she still isn’t happy and can’t figure out why. I 

think we’ve all been there, and it was important to the series that Evie realize who she is 

outside of IPCA and really claim her place between normal and paranormal, rather than 

letting it be defined for her by others. 

 

·         You are such a huge presence in the online teen space. How do you manage to 

juggle writing, taking care of kids, and the all-consuming task of tweeting? 

 

I have no social life. Just kidding! 

 

Wait, no, I’m totally not kidding. What it boils down to is priorities. My kids and family 

take first priority and always will. After that is my writing—making my deadlines, and 

writing the best quality work I can. The online stuff, from my blog to twitter to facebook, 

is just for entertainment. My OWN entertainment, which is why I think it works. I have 

fun, so the people who follow and interact with me through blogging and twitter do, too. I 

always say I wouldn’t do these things if I didn’t enjoy them. That’s true of everything in 

my life. 

 

Except cleaning the bathroom. Somehow I still end up doing that. Although only about as 

often as I’m social… 

 

·         Best letter you’ve ever received from a fan? 

 

A fifth-grader wrote me, detailing how Paranormalcy changed the way she looked at the 

world, and how now she sees past what people look like on the outside to what they are 

really like on the inside. Plus, she used the phrase, “I wanted to climb into the book and 

punch Vivian’s fiery face until she cried!” How can you not love that level of passion? I 

will keep that letter forever! 

 

·         Favorite movie as a teen? 

 

The Princess Bride was like comfort food—I watched it at least once a month. Humor, 

action, swoony delicious romance: it had pretty much everything my high school 

experience didn’t! 

 



·         If you had to choose one paranormal creature (from Evie’s world) to fall in love 

with, which would you choose? 

 

I want to say Lend (he draws! He can look like anyone in the world! He’s got a great 

sense of humor! He’d probably learn how to play the guitar if I asked him to!) but I’m too 

scared Evie will find out and come after me with Tasey. 

 

Maybe a nice fossegrim instead. Rumor has it they can look like beautiful men and 

sometimes marry mortal women…when they aren’t too busy drowning them. Then again, 

maybe I should just take my chances with Tasey. 

 

·         Is there more to come from Evie? 

 

Yes! The third book, Endlessly, will be out in 2012 and is the final adventure of the 

series. Armed with the knowledge of who she is and where she came from, Evie has to 

decide whether or not she’ll do what she was very literally made for, even if it means 

giving up all of the normal life things she’s worked so hard to have—including Lend. 

Plus dragons and unicorns and Dark Queens, oh my! 

 

·         What are you reading right now? 

 

Interview questions, of course! Oh, you mean books. I’ve just ordered Miss Peregrine’s 

Home for Peculiar Children and can’t wait to dig in. I love books with creepy, macabre 

atmospheres and am always looking for more of them. 


